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Finding the Way

Página en español

Theme: Jesus is the Way

Object: A map and a compass

Scripture: Jesus answered, "I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me." John
14:6 (NIV)

If you are going on a trip, you need to know where you are going and how to go to get there. I have a two things with me this morning
that you might use to help you to find your way when you are traveling. I have a map and a compass. I'm sure all of you have seen a
map, but perhaps some of you have never seen a compass. The map will show you where you want to go, and the compass will point
you in the right direction. The compass shows you whether you are going north, south, east, or west.

I heard about a lady who was taking a group of children to a soccer game in another city. She knew the right road to take, but she
became confused and turned east instead of west. They had traveled for almost an hour before one of the children told her that they
were going the wrong direction.

When we are trying to find your way through the journey of life, we need some help in finding the right way to go, don't we? Each day
we face many difficult decisions and it is sometimes hard to know which way to turn. Some people use their feelings to make decisions.
They say, "I'm going to do this, because it just feels like the right thing to do." That's no good. Our feelings may change from day to
day, and just because we feel good about something doesn't mean that it is the right thing to do.

Some people make choices by what's popular. Have you ever tried to convince your parents to let you do something by saying,
"Everybody's doing it"? Just because everyone else is doing it doesn't mean that it is the right thing to do, does it? Besides, tomorrow
everyone might be doing something else.

There is one sure way to know if we are going in the right direction in life—and that is to follow Jesus. Jesus said, "I am the way, the
truth, and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me." We know where we want to go, we want to go to heaven. And
now, we know the way. Jesus is the way. If we follow him, we know we are on the right path and headed in the right direction.

Dear Father, help us each day as we journey through life to follow Jesus, because we know he is the way, the only way. In Jesus' name
we pray. Amen.
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Finding the Way
Crossword



Finding The Way
Maze

FINDING THE WAY THROUGH THE MAZE 
"I am the way, the truth, and the life."

John 14:6 

Can you find the way to Jesus?
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Through The Maze Group
Group Activities

Interactive Group Activities
by Carol Williams 

Sermon Title: "The Way Through the Maze"

Scripture Reading:  John 14:1-14

https://sermons4kids.com/through_the_maze.htm


BIBLE VERSE PUZZLE: OPTION 1: Teacher can have children trace the Bible verse onto a piece of
construction paper and cut the verse into several pieces and hand to the child next to him for that child to
try and piece the puzzle back together. When each child has finished piecing the puzzle back together, he
can say the Bible verse out loud to his classmates. Then have each child pass "that" puzzle to the "next" child
and everyone can try to put the new puzzle together and repeat the Bible verse again.

OPTION 2: Teacher could also have the Bible verse in several different puzzle envelopes for children to take
turns trying to put together. After all have completed those puzzles, children can give that puzzle to
someone else, so that everyone has a different puzzle to try and piece together and then recite the verse out
loud again!

WHERE ARE "YOU" GOING game: Tell children they are to run and find something but the teacher won't
tell the children what they are looking for? The children will be told they'll know what they're looking for
WHEN they find it!!!  If children can't find the hidden object, they can return to the teacher and follow the
teacher to find out what they're looking for! Tell children to say "WHERE ARE YOU GOING"... and when the
teacher leads them to the object (ideas.... Bible with a book marker in John 14:6, or a Bible verse written on a
book marker, or a piece of candy with the Bible verse wrapped around it, etc), children and teacher can sit
down and talk about the Bible story today!

MAZE BIBLE VERSE: Have children draw a squiggly line around a piece of paper  and write their Bible verse
on that squiggly line. Color in the little shapes where the lines come together for an "added effect" for their
maze poster!  For extra fun, have children hand someone else their verse maze and see if they can read it
and follow the verse along the lines!

"WAY, TRUTH AND LIFE" POSTER - Give children a piece of construction paper and some very colorful
neon markers (if available) to use their imaginations in drawing WAY, TRUTH, LIFE on their poster! Children
can title their poster with JESUS IS....!  Have children recite their Bible verse when their poster is completed!

PATH FUN: Teacher could prepare several different paths around the church or a designated area. These
paths could be marked with different colored feet (one color for each path) and at the end of each path
could be a DEAD END sign. Then the teacher can have the children follow the RED FEET  down a path that
will end in a big sign that will say HEAVEN! Let children write their name on that HEAVEN SIGN when they
reach that destination! The "red feet" can stand for Jesus' blood that washed our sins away!

PLAY DOUGH ART: Have children work together to "roll" their various colors of play dough, to form the
words, "WAY, TRUTH, LIFE". Ask children a question about the story and when they answer, let them add a
letter to the above word list until all the words are in place.

MAZE TREATS HUNT: Give children a maze or an area they can walk through to get a little treat from the
basket after trying to recite today's BIBLE verse or after answering a question about the Bible lesson today!!
While sitting around in a circle together at the end of the TREAT MAZE, have children talk about our lesson
today and say altogether JESUS IS THE WAY!!

Song:  "Follow On" by Robert Lowry

Words and Music (pdf) 

MP3 Piano Accompaniment - Right click and save to your computer. (Two measures introduction and sing
two times through.)
Song:  "Lead Me, Lord" by Samuel S. Wesley

Words and Music (pdf) 

MP3 Piano Accompaniment - Right click and save to your computer. (Four measures introduction and two
times through.)

These songs may be freely downloaded and reproduced for religious or educational use by churches,
schools, home schoolers, and other non-profit organizations.

About Carol Williams
Carol and her husband have been in the ministry for 35 years.  They have served churches in Illinois,
Minnesota, Mississippi, Michigan, and for the last 14 years in Indiana.  Carol loves to work with children so
you will find her teaching in Junior Church and children's Sunday School.  She also has clowning ministry in
which she is known as Bubbles tc (the clown).
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